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Divertor outflow of high energy particles are 
studied numerically for standard magnetic field 
configuration of LHD. 
Numerical model of computations are summa-
rized as follows: 
• 180ke V NBI deposition profile are assumed 
as initial conditions. 
• Small angle scattering processes are taken 
into account for particles at each time of 
(1 +2231640) toroidal turns with nor~al dis-
tribution of a = 1r I 40. Kinetic energy is 
conserved. 
• Loss boundary for particle motion is as-
sumed as the surface of the vacuum vessel 
ofLHD. 
• If a particle does not reach the vacuum 
vessel wall until 5,000 toroidal turns time( 
~ 20.1msec), we stop the computation for 
this particles. 
• Field intensity on magnetic axis is set up to 
±3T or to ±0.5T. 
Numerical results show that, 
• Particle orbits are divided into two cate-
gories: passing particles and reflecting par-
ticles, according to the initial position and 
pitch angle. 
• The reflecting particles are classified to two 
types: banana orbit particles and mirror 
trapped particles. 
• Particle orbits become chaotic if their phase 
space is placed in the transition region of 
these confined particles ( passing particles, 
banana orbit particles and mirror trapped 
particles). 
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• Life time of chaotic orbits particle are very 
much longer than the transit time ( ~ alvth, 
a: average minor radius of LHD plasma). 
Then, the losscone is not present in the core 
region of LHD, if losscone is defined as the 
phase space region of particles whose life 
time is of order of transit time. 
• There are many small size island for particle 
orbits even in the transition region ( chaotic 
orbits region). These island play roles for 
the plugging material of outflow of high en-
ergy particles from core plasma region. 
• The size of these island are controllable by 
the magnetic field intensity and particle en-
ergy. 
• Drift surface of passing particles with vu > 
0 (vii < 0) expand out side (shrink inside 
) of magnetic surface defined by the initial 
position of the particle. 
• Outflow of high energy particles are limited 
to the two divertor legs whose magnetic field 
line is directed to the core plasma region. No 
high energy out flow is present to the an-
other two divertor legs whose magnetic field 
is directed to the outside of vacuum vessel. 
• For the case of week magnetic field op- · 
eration, whisker structure of particle or-
bits become conspicuous independent to the 
whisker structure of lines of force. Outflow 
of high energy particle become more broad 
compared the divertor trace of field lines, 
and hit the side wall vacu urn vessel for the 
helical coil can. 
Figures of numerical computations can be seen 
in the following inteternet home page of NIFS 
(Physics and Future Plan). 
http: I lwww.nifs.ac.jp /- LHDhp/home_plan.html 
